Guide for Users

ScholarOne

Manuscript Central
• To submit an abstract or paper, please log in at:  
  http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/geneva2015
• To create a new account:
• Fill in all necessary and required (req.) information.
• In the last step, choose a **User ID** and a **password** containing at least 8 characters and 2 or more numbers.
• You may also choose the different **Session Topics** that are of interest for you in each **Global Theme** of the conference.
• **S** is for **Scientific Sessions** and **P** is for **Professional Sessions**.
• For more information on the Global Themes and Session Topics of Geneva 2015, please see the [IABSE website](#).
• **Do NOT upload your abstract here!**
• If you forgot your **password**, enter your **E-Mail** address:
• To update your **User details**, log in to the system, and click on your name on the top right of the screen.
• If you have any additional questions, please contact the Scientific Committee Secretary at geneva2015@epfl.ch